Action for Supporting
Linguistic Sensitivity in
Education

Key Findings

The Project

Action is needed to support school instructional
language(s), linguistic dimensions in all subjects,
and plurilingual language skills for all learners.

Listiac is a European project co-funded by the
Erasmus+ Programme of the European Union. The
main coordinator of the project is Åbo Akademi
University in Vaasa, Finland. Other participants in the
project include nine European universities, three
public ministries, and one international organisation.

Active participation in school community, access
to knowledge, and identity growth require
language(s).
Linguistic sensitivity is a part of general teacher
competence for all teachers and needs to be
promoted and supported in teacher education.
Student teachers express unfamiliarity with
meeting pupils with diverse linguistic and cultural
backgrounds in Europe.
Professional development and action research
are ideal for promoting change towards
linguistically sensitive teaching for all.

Summary
Being linguistically sensitive in
education is a European value that
educational stakeholders agree upon.
There is a need to adjust to new
realities and appreciate plurilingualism
as a positive norm for education. How
to promote learning for all pupils in
Europe by supporting their linguistic
and cultural identities?
Teacher education plays a significant
role in changing education towards
linguistic sensitivity for all as part of
systemic approach to educational
change.

THE PROJECT brings forth educational change on
multiple levels and targets primarily teacher
educators, student teachers, and teachers by
developing and experimenting with a theoretically
informed reflection tool aimed at making (future)
teachers linguistically more sensitive in their beliefs,
attitudes, and actions in mainstream classrooms.
THE IMPACT is gained through:
• a model for renewed initial teacher education
curriculum for supportive and empowering
multilingual pedagogies
• a pedagogical reflection tool for supportive and
empowering multilingual pedagogies within the whole
school community
• an open access research report
• language sensitive teaching recommendations for
policy makers, teacher educators, and pedagogical
counsellors.
THE ACTIVE PARTICIPATION in the project is an
important first step on the road to creating
opportunities for teacher educators to evaluate their
existing beliefs and change them from (parallel)
monolingual ideologies to a language sensitive
teaching with the ideology of a positive view on the
multilingual resources of students.
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Recommendations for
policy makers to take action
At the supranational level

The Partnership

Draft new policies that pave the way for
multilingual practices in education and initial teacher
education (ITE) and have the following aims:
Raise awareness of all languages involved in the
local and global contexts; systematically plan
support activities for all these languages; support
the use of receptive language skills between closely
related languages; critically examine the role of
English as a lingua franca.
Facilitate long-term action research projects on LST
in ITE that result in evidence that bridges theory and
practice.
Highlight the importance of interactive inquiry
designs in ITE, which view teacher educators and
student teachers as researchers.
Prioritise research on the topics of beliefs and
attitudes among teacher educators and student
teachers, and on educational policy and practice in
ITE.
At the national level
Incorporate a broad inclusive and equity-centred
concept of LST as a general teacher competence in
the legislation or the curriculum.
Extend the right of the child, if necessary, as to
include the knowledge and respect of other
languages and cultures.
Support multi-site networks and partnerships on
multiple levels to connect players in ITE with various
educational stakeholders, parents, media,
and policy makers.
Include LST as a priority topic in ITE-related
professional development initiatives that are eligible
for public financial support.
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Reflection toolkit
for LST
1. Simple to use both in contact and distance
teaching
2.
Suitable for different stages of teacher
studies/professionality
3. Suitable for different courses in initial teacher
education
4.
Continuity in reflections
5.
Supports cooperation
6. Reflections on educational policies and on
emotions and identity
7. Supports both reflective reading, observation,
practices, and discussion

LST

Linguistically
Sensitive Teaching
Teachers’ awareness of and the ability to act on
the awareness regarding the role languages play
in learning, in all school subjects.
Languages in education in a broad sense, with a
focus on inclusive education for social justice
for all learners.
Mainstreaming plurilingual pedagogies as a
natural part of classroom work.
Supporting positive
plurilingual identity growth
for all learners.
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(2022). Linguistically sensitive
teacher education. Toolkit for
reflection tasks and action
research.

Action Research
is an iterative process
involving educational practitioners, student
teachers, and (Listiac) researchers acting
together in performing a particular cycle of
activities.
These include problem diagnoses, action
interventions, and reflective learning.
All action research approaches have a
common feature in that they enable
practitioners to investigate and evaluate
their work.
This means, by definition, that
active practitioner agency
is always needed.
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